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COMMITTEE MEMBERS

EDITOR’S COLUMN

Chairman
Malcolm Lees

Membership Secretary
David Jackson (Dave)

General Secretary

Well, here is my last effort at the magazine
before my successor takes on the post. I hope
you enjoy this one, and my thanks go to everyone who has helped me by providing stories/articles to print and encouragement and
inspiration. Thanks also for my long suffering
family—no more extra work for you!

Gordon Sinclair

Treasurer
Michael Woodhead

My apologies for the
lateness
of
this
newsletter, I was too
busy enjoying myself
at Len and Toni’s rally
to do any work!

News Editor
Tim Sinclair

Website Officer
Michael Orr

Rally Coordinator
Pauline Selby

The next newsletter is due out in October and
I’m sure Tim Sinclair, the kind hobbyist (or
mad impetuous fool!) who was elected at the
AGM, will continue to produce the sort of
magazine you all want to read. Of course, that
means that you will need to start putting pen
to paper or fingers to keyboards to provide
him with more articles as I have no news to
hand over to him at this point. I hope that
many members will soon get to know Tim as you
have all got to know me over the past few
years or so and I wish him all the best with his
new venture.

Auditor
Jeff Lunn

Technical Officer
Stephen Phillips

Association Photographer
Edwin Watson

Disciplinary Officers
Len Browning and
Roger Morgan

Please send all your jottings to: - Tim Sinclair,
Wellpark Cottage, Parsonage Way, Woodbury,
Devon EX5 1HU or e-mail Tim@willtravel.me.uk
or telephone him on 01395 233723 or mobile
07778 309918. And a note to Tim - I look forward to receiving the next Newsletter on my
doorstep to read with my morning tea!!
Finally, thank you all for your encouragement
and kind e-mails and thank you Ed for all the
work you have done providing photographs for
the magazine. Also thanks go to all the outgoing Committee Members—we had a great time
didn’t we? I hope the new Committee will have
as much fun. Best regards.

Dawn
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5TH AGM AT LITTLE MEREBROOK FARM
It is five years since I first started helping Rex Wade and Denis Kearns to get the IAH off the ground and this
was the last AGM that I would have any input as a Committee Member. Where did the time go? I have fond
memories of the numerous characters that I have met in the Association and it has given us the opportunity to
make new friends, people we would never have met without our Hobby.

I tried to make this AGM a memorable one, organizing a low level fly past from an RAF Hercules (nobody believed
me that I still had contacts) and of course it took all my IOU’s to get the Euro 2004 to be played over our rally.
But hey! Nothing’s too good for the IAH.

The minutes from the previous AGM had already been issued to everyone so we quickly arrived at the selection
of the new Committee which was as follows:
Chairman:

Malcolm Lees

Membership Secretary:

David Jackson

General Secretary:

Gordon Sinclair

Treasurer:

Michael Woodhead

News Editor:

Tim Sinclair

Website Officer:

Michael Orr

Rally Coordinator:

Pauline Selby

Auditor:

Jeff Lunn

Technical Officer:

Stephen Phillips

Association Photographer:

Edwin Watson

Disciplinary Officers:

Len Browning and Roger Morgan

Old Meets New!

The meeting was held in Hanley Swan Village Hall which is adjacent to the rally
field. It has excellent facilities and we managed to finish the AGM for the
arrival of our cooked leg of pork, which was ample for the 48 of us (22 vans).
The ladies were kind enough to work together in providing a super salad which
kept everyone sat chatting for the rest of the evening, which detracted from
our resident music provider Denis Kearns, who looked rather lonely and forlorn
on the stage, so joined in with everyone putting the world to rights.

On Sunday JC & I did a shuttle service to a local Pub, The Robin Hood, where
quite a few members enjoyed a meal. Our club marquee was erected on the
Friday and was used a few times. Over the four days I managed to fit an
electric water heater blanket to the Truma boiler of mine and Denis Kearns.
This was supervised by David Jackson who obtained them for us and assisted
by Roger Morgan. So all in all I was kept very busy. Some members stayed to
the Tuesday, where I stayed to close the gate. It is always a sad feeling to
be the last one away; especially as JC had left the previous day (must have
been something I said).
The Committee has already decided to change the venue of the AGM each
year so that members have the opportunity to attend who may live further afield. I hope the Committee has as
much fun as I have had and I thank all the outgoing Committee for their time and efforts.
Tony Charity (outgoing Chairman)
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RALLY AT TONGE STATION 15TH – 18TH APRIL 2004

On the 15th April we convened for a rally at Tonge Station. A total of 14
vans graced the wilds of North West Leicestershire. We managed to erect
the marquee without any written instructions although there were many verbal ones going around, thus enabling us to gather in the evenings.

On Friday morning I arranged a visit to Rolls-Royce Heritage Museum, men
only, which I thought would be of interest and I do not think anyone was
disappointed, whilst Ann arranged a coffee morning pulling all us men to
pieces.

Roger and Out!

Due to popular demand an Indian take-away banquet was delivered on Friday evening.

The site backed on to the National cycle track that many people tried on
both manual and electric cycles or merely walked to the local hostelries.
We also had five dogs who enjoyed their many walks and a parrot who
caused the odd diversion with whistles etc. Ozzy (Jeff and Elaine’s dog)
unfortunately picked up something on Saturday but with the help of our
vet was back to his normal self on Sunday. Midday on Sunday we decided to take the marquee down, much easier than erection and return it
to Coleorton for onward transmission to Ambleside.

Dave and Ann Jackson

Well—what can you say about
this one?
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AMBLESIDE RALLY 31ST MAY – 6TH JUNE 2004
Our second rally at Ambleside Rugby Club went off well with only two partly inclement days. It did not
stop the walkers or scooter babes taking to the roads.

Firstly, we must express our thanks to Brian and Vera for there expertise in rally rules and organising a good game of petanque (our first experience). Also to Dave and Mike for organising a walk. Members enjoyed the meal at the Salutation Hotel and we even supported the
chippy!!

Tony presenting Brian with his prize
as winner of the petanque competition. Dave was runner up

There were numerous journeys to “Lakeland” and we are sure their turnover was much enhanced.

A Lakeland Shopping Trolley

Eating our dinner in the safari room, passing motorists did not trouble
us, but passing marquees, it’s a first; all we saw was white plastic rolling
towards the front of the van. Many hands appeared to re-erect the
shed and knocked in the pegs around the base - a job we did not do! A
lesson for the future. The raffle made the club £50 - thanks to all
the donations. The customary prize tin plate is still doing the rounds!!
The Raffle

Elaine Dog Training

With every gathering we get problems, Ray and Eileen had battery
trouble which was professionally handled, a new one was purchased in
Windermere and later fitted under the auspices of our multi talented
Chairman Tony. Our own toilet refused to flush but on removing the
unit; taking apart (clean bits only) it miraculously flushed back to life.
Finally unbeknown to most folks Tony and JC had problems winding in
their awning, it wouldn’t and a one winged Hobby will not fly! So it took
much muscle power, rope and ring spanner to temporary secure it in
place. We hope they got it fixed as they were going to Blackpool and
Baz needed his bed.

We thank all members who supported the rally and hope they enjoyed the
beauty of the North of England.
Edwin and Vera Watson

The Rally Organisers
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LEARNING TO DRIVE
9.15am on a dull, cold Wednesday morning. I stood shaking in my shoes on the cone filled concourse of the Caravan Club Driving Centre, awaiting the arrival of my instructor for the day, a very pleasant, patient, Glyn Evans.

The course started in the classroom. I introduced myself, explained why I wanted to take the course, what I
was going to drive, and what I wanted to achieve.

Out on the concourse, I negotiated the cones which were just wide enough for the Hobby to fit through, all the
time using the mirrors so I didn’t hit anything, learning all about swing and overhang (which until now I thought
referred to music and a man’s beer belly). I was in control, practice makes perfect.

After the much needed adrenalin from the coffee break, the cones were re-arranged.
I had to learn parallel reversing. Ok, once you know how to use the mirrors and judge
the length. The reversing exercise was to move the Hobby out of a box, through a
slalom and into another box at the other end of the concourse. That was harder, but
under watchful eyes, I managed and manoeuvred, not always gracefully. Lunch. What
lunch! (You can’t eat when your stomach is churning). I had to drive 30 miles on the
open road, in a 30ft, left-hand drive vehicle, the gear stick on my right and Glyn in
the suicide seat. Down narrow lanes with overhanging trees, through villages with
parked cars, pedestrians, tractors and lorries. Around roundabouts, all the time
learning the skills of a long distance lorry driver. Gaining in confidence around every
tight left hand corner and narrow hump backed bridge.

Have I accomplished what I set out for! Yes. Congratulations from Glyn the instructor, who had never taught in a left-hand drive vehicle before, or travelled in the suicide seat. A certificate to show off, but best of all the confidence to drive by myself
if needs be.
Hazel Morgan
Many congratulations to Hazel who I’m sure will inspire many more of us girls to do the same?

MEMBER UPDATE DETAILS

Hazel and Roger Morgan have changed some of their details so for those of you who would like to keep in touch,
here are the details below:Mobile No: 07796 262478
e-mail: hazelroger@merseymail.com

If anyone would like to keep in touch with Jim and I, our address and telephone number has changed as follows:
40 Stephenson Way, Honeybourne, Evesham, Worcs WR11 7GH
Tel:

01386 833359

Our e-mail addresses remain unchanged.
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SPANISH SNOWBIRDS
This past winter was the first one that both myself and my wife have been retired and so we satisfied a
long held ambition to spend it in Spain.

It’s surprising how much planning needs to be done with things like insurances, vehicle excise duty etc.
Just to complicate things I changed the insurance on the Hobby and the car we tow about a month before leaving so had to chase the insurance companies to make sure we were in possession of the certificates rather than just cover notes. Our Hobby tax was due to expire whilst we were away but I was
able to renew it a month early at our local DOT office. Their advice to people unable to do this is to
surrender the existing tax and take out a new one just before departure.

Having read articles in MMM I was aware that two areas of debate
are Sky television and the type of gas cylinder to take. Up until a
year ago we had been caravanners for 20 years and had never bothered with TV as we always camped in the summer. Our Hobby is a
650 and so we try to limit the weight we carry. We bought a flat
screen TV that fits the turntable housing nicely and we also bought
one of the newish mini Sky digiboxes. I was at a loss on what size
dish to take and telephoned a supplier who said I would need a 1.1 meter dish for Southern Spain. In my imperial ignorance I couldn’t picture what that size dish looked like and went ahead and bought it for
National Park called Desert of the
£80 and £80 for the LNB. When the dish arrived it looked like
Palms which is near the Torre le Sal
something from the radar system at Heathrow airport! It was way
campsite
too big to fit into the Hobby but did just go into the car. I wanted to
fit an external socket for the dish cable but couldn’t find the end of the coaxial cable inside the Hobby.
In the television cupboard is a socket with a length of lead running along the top of the cupboard towards the wardrobe. After much effort to try to find the other end I contacted our German dealer
who told me it was in the conduit within the wardrobe. Much against Sky’s policy we took our viewing
card with us. My view is that I’m their customer so why shouldn’t I watch TV wherever I want?

We don’t always tow a car but did take it this time as we knew we wouldn’t be doing as much touring as
usual and so it would be handy. The car is towed on an “A” frame which despite all the various legal concerns is a very stable way to tow. You literally don’t know its there until reaching a steep hill but you do
need to keep your wits about you to avoid having to reverse. Three or four times the Police showed an
interest in us at motorway rest areas but they never made an approach to us.

To try and resolve the gas problem I took two Camping Gaz 907 cylinders as I knew they are widely
available throughout Europe. What a mistake that turned out to be!

Everything was organised and we set off for Dover on the 28th December. By the 29th December we
were driving down through France in the snow. Our preferred route south from Clermont Fernand was
closed and so we headed for Cahors and Toulouse. That’s when the gas problems reared their head. Because of the cold, the camping gaz promptly froze but we did manage to keep the hob working by wrapping the cylinder in a towel. There was insufficient pressure to run the blown air heating which was a bit
of a problem. Also we had a smell of gas most of the time as it turns out the gaz regulator is set at
27mbar and the Hobby’s systems are set at 30mbar. Our heating problems went away soon after crossing into Spain because of the much warmer weather. Once we were established in Spain we did what
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most of the other Brits were doing and bought a 13kg Cepsa aluminium cylinder. This cost €28 initially
and €8 for the regulator. Refill cost is €8 and from what we were told Cepsa is owned by Elf and so the
cylinders can be exchanged in France. We have yet to find out if this is so. Because of the increased
pressure the smell of gas went away which put our minds at rest at least.
On arriving in Spain our intention was to do what most Brits do and that is to keep going south. En route
we arrived at a camp site called Torre Le Sal 2 just north of Oropesa intending to stay for a couple of
nights to change our water and launder our clothes. We ended up staying 10 weeks! This is a fantastically run site which has every amenity you could wish for including a heated indoor pool. The standard of
the site exceeds Caravan Club sites in this country. The main clientele is German with no more than about
10 British units at any one time. In the Costa del Sol the temperature was one degree warmer so we decided it to stay put, a decision aided by the fact that we were mobile with the car.

With great skill I managed to break the LNB and its supporting arm. The replacement cost locally for an
80cm dish, LNB and 25 meters of cable was €59 which I thought a bit of a bargain.
During our stay we met 5 couples who had been the victims of crime travelling south from Perpignan to
the site. These ranged from ether attacks, knives in tyres and lit newspaper in wheel arches to panic the
driver into thinking there was a fire. For our journey home we decided not to run the gauntlet of the
N340 but to cut across country to Zaragoza, Pamplona and St Sebastian. The new free dual carriageway
from Pamplona to St. Sebastian is one of the most spectacular roads we have been on anywhere in the
world.

This first winter has been a steep learning curve for us and we can’t wait to return. There were a few
German registered Hobby’s on site and the German Hymer owners praised Hobby as being better quality
than their vans. Our only malfunction was a sticking battery level gauge which happened 3 days before we
got home.

I know other members have much more experience than us of spending winters abroad and it would be
interesting to hear from them.
Alan Weekes

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
12th—16th August 2004
Steve Phillips and Mary Hines and Roger and Hazel Morgan’s Rally, Whitchurch, Shropshire.
25th—31st August 2004
JC’s Upton-upon-Severn Water Festival Rally
28th August – 5th September 2004
Düsseldorf Show
We will be going to the show this year. Not sure of the dates we will be there at present but anyone interested in going and would like details please e-mail me at jim@sunset.plus.com and I will contact you
nearer the time. Jim Walton
Disclaimer
The views expressed herein are personal and are not necessarily those of The Independent Association of Hobbyists. This
Newsletter has been put together by Dawn Walton, 40 Stephenson Way, Honeybourne, Evesham, Worcs WR11 7GH. All
photographs and articles are the copyright of The Independent Association of Hobbyists and must not be copied without
their permission.

